
Tale of two enhancements

SV direction and vision -- Brad Pierce



Scenario

 Another language has a popular feature

 To raise productivity, SV users need it, too
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Ideal process

 At a vendor, one or a few experts carefully study the 
other language and its feature

 Initial spec, taking into account the many interactions with 
the rest of the language

 Working prototype

 Usage by multiple early adopters

 Revise the spec, revise the prototype, use some more

 Iterate until real user success

 Donate the final spec and standardize quickly with no 
changes

 Other vendors implement the unambiguous standard
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Non-ideal process

 At a P1800 technical committee, a dozen experts get the 
basic gist of the other language’s feature

 Initial spec from point of view of that committee

 Standardize spec

 Maybe some vendors implement it, maybe not

 If they do, they experience great difficulty, because spec 
doesn’t fit well with full language, and is ambiguous

 And they diverge, because of ambiguities

 Mantis starts to get items about feature

 Early adopters hit bugs and confusion, maybe they give up, 
maybe they complain, and the years roll by ... 
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Continued: Non-ideal process

 When it’s time to revise the standard, some of the 

ambiguities get addressed after much debate

 Maybe the cleanup doesn’t break backward compatibility 

with original spec

 But it necessarily breaks backward compatibility with one 

or all of the divergent implementations

 Conforming to the new revision would break legacy of 

early adopters who hung in there over the years

 So conformance, if it happens, is controlled by a switch, 

and both old and new versions must be maintained
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Why?

 I can only speculate on some possibilities

 Impatience caused by slow IEEE turnaround time

 Unlike with a typical software release schedule, if your favorite feature 

doesn’t get a ticket for this IEEE train, the next one won’t be by for 

many years

 Reluctance to use a feature that isn’t standard, because you 

might get locked in to single vendor or the vendor might lose 

interest in the feature

 Avoid creating redundant solutions to same language problem
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What to do?

 Sorry, I don’t have the answers, but I believe it’s the core 

problem we need to solve

 Obligatory brainstorm: Maybe it would help to require that 

enhancements be restricted to an informational appendix 

until customer success has been demonstrated with a real 

implementation, then standardize that implementation in 

a later revision?
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 Thanks for reading!


